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We’ve  noticed  a  surge  of  interest  in  artists  working  with  natural  materials  to  explore  how
geography contributes to the identity of a community or the ways the natural environment is muse
for art. The ocean, bays and ponds are hard to miss in The Hamptons and on East End of Long
Island. To celebrate water’s influence in art and community, Hamptons Art Hub is issuing a Call for
Art with water as muse, subject or as a generating material used in the artwork. Submissions are
sought in two categories: Fine Art and Fine Art Photography. Our second annual Call for Art will be
judged  by  a  panel  with  one  winner  selected  in  both  categories  (Fine  Art  and  Fine  Art
Photography).  Each  winner  will  receive  a  review or  artist  profile  written  by  Pat  Rogers,  an  award
winning  writer  and  publisher  of  Hamptons  Art  Hub.  The  piece  will  be  published  online  at
HamptonsArtsHub.com within six months.

Honorable Mentions will be awarded in both categories and will be awarded a free Directory Listing
to showcase their art for one year. A selection of top submissions in both categories will be featured
in an online gallery at HamptonsArtHub.com.

Submissions to “Art Inspired by Water” will be accepted through March 13, 2016.

Email  submissions to artcallhamptonsarthub@gmail.com. Please send artwork image as a jpeg
attachment  with  artist  name,  contact  information,  home town  and  artwork  description  (title,
dimensions, medium, year made). Original art work ONLY. Artists may submit a short description of
their work, their process and a link to their website. Up to three artworks can be submitted.

A submission fee of $35 applies and is payable online with a credit card. Winners of the “Art
Inspired by Water” competition will be announced the week of March 28, 2016. The Best Artwork
Submissions for Fine Art and Fine Art Photography will publish online the week of March 28, 2016 at
Hamptons Art Hub.

__________________________

Hamptons Art Hub is an online only publication that focuses on art and culture in The Hamptons,
The East End, New York City and beyond. We provide engaging stories on the arts, art news and
provide  entertainment  choices  worth  knowing  about.  In  addition,  our  staff  provides
compelling stories on select art exhibitions in South Florida; the major art fair weeks in New York
City, Miami and The Hamptons; and stories of interest to a national and international audience.

__________________________
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